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The farm level economic impacts of the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002 on 
representative crop and livestock operations are projected in this report.  The analysis was 
conducted over the 2001-2008 planning horizon using FLIPSIM, AFPC’s whole farm simulation 
model.  Data to simulate farming operations in the nation’s major production regions came from 
two sources:
#  Producer panel cooperation to develop economic information to describe and simulate  
representative crop, livestock, and dairy farms, and 
#  Projected prices, policy variables, and input inflation rates from the Food and Agricultural  
Policy Research Institute (FAPRI) January 2004 Baseline.
The FLIPSIM policy simulation model incorporates the historical risk faced by farmers for 
prices and production.  This report presents the results of the January 2004 Baseline in a risk 
context using selected simulated probabilities and ranges for annual net cash farm income values.  
The probability of a farm experiencing annual cash flow deficits and the probability of a farm 
losing real net worth are included as indicators of the cash flow and equity risks facing farms 
through the year 2008.
Definitions of Variables in the Summary Tables
# Overall Financial Position, 2004-2008 -- As a means of summarizing the representative
farms’ economic efficiency, liquidity, and solvency position AFPC classifies each farm as  
being in either a good (green), marginal (yellow) or poor (red) position.  AFPC assumes a  
farm is in a good financial position when it has less than a 25 percent chance each of a 
cash flow deficit and a 25 percent chance of losing real net worth.  If the probabilities of 
these events are between 25 and 50 percent the farm is classified as marginal.  A 
probability greater than 50 percent places the farm in a poor financial position.
# Receipts -- 2004-2008 average of cash receipts from all sources, including market sales,
CCP and direct payments, loan deficiency payments, crop insurance indemnities, and
other farm related receipts. 
# Payments -- 2004-2008 average of annual counter cyclical payments, direct payments,
and marketing loan gains/LDP for crops and the milk program payment for dairy farms. 
#  NCFI -- 2004-2008 average net cash farm income equals average total receipts minus 
average total cash expenses.
#  Reserves 2008 -- equals total cash on hand at the end of year 2008.  Ending cash equals 
beginning cash reserves plus net cash farm income and interest earned on cash reserves 
less principal payments, federal taxes (income and self employment), state income taxes, 
family living withdrawals, and actual machinery replacement costs (not depreciation).
#  Nominal Net Worth -- equity equals total assets including land minus total debt from all
sources and is reported at the end of 2008. 
#  CRNW -- annualized percentage change in the operator’s net worth from January 1, 
































































































































• Overall, 8 feed grain farms are characterized as good, 9 are moderate and one is in poor condition.
• Only three of eighteen farms will be under cash flow stress with only one in poor condition in terms 
of maintaining real wealth.Economic Viability of Representative Farms over the 2004-2008 Period
Viability is classified as good (green), moderate (yellow), and poor (red) based on the probabilities:
P(Cash Flow Deficit) is the probability that the farm will have a cash flow deficit.  Reported values represent the probabilities 
for 2004 and 2008.
P(Real Net Worth Decline) is the probability that the farm will have a loss in real net worth relative to the beginning net worth.  




< 25 > 50 26 - 50
1 Receipts are average annual total cash receipts including government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
2 Payments are average annual total government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
3 NCFI are average annual net cash farm income, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
4 Reserve 2008 are average ending cash reserves, 2008 ($1,000)
5 Net Worth 2008 are average nominal ending net worth, 2008 ($1,000)




















P(Real Net Worth Declines) P(Cash Flow Deficit)  Farm Name
Implications of the January 2004 FAPRI Baseline on the Economic Viability of Representative Farms Primarily 






















































































































































































































• Three wheat farms are projected to be in good overall financial condition with six in moderate 
condition and only one in poor condition.
• One of the ten wheat farms will feel severe liquidity pressure over the period.
• Only one wheat farm has a significant chance of losing real equity.Economic Viability of Representative Farms over the 2004-2008 Period
1 Receipts are average annual total cash receipts including government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
2 Payments are average annual total government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
3 NCFI are average annual net cash farm income, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
4 Reserve 2008 are average ending cash reserves, 2008 ($1,000)
5 Net Worth 2008 are average nominal ending net worth, 2008 ($1,000)
6 CRNW are average percentage in real net worth over 2004-2008 period, (%)
Viability is classified as good (green), moderate (yellow), and poor (red) based on the probabilities:
P(Cash Flow Deficit) is the probability that the farm will have a cash flow deficit.  Reported values represent the probabilities 
for 2004 and 2008.
P(Real Net Worth Decline) is the probability that the farm will have a loss in real net worth relative to the beginning net worth.  
















P(Real Net Worth Declines) P(Cash Flow Deficit)  Farm Name
Implications of the January 2004 FAPRI Baseline on the Economic Viability of Representative Farms 
Primarily Producing Wheat.
Receipts Payments NCFI Reserve 2008 Net Worth 2008 CRNW











































































































































































































• Two of 18 cotton farms are characterized as being in good overall condition, with 14 farms 
characterized in moderate and 2 in poor condition.
• Nearly one-half of the farms are projected to have severe cash flow problems over the period.
• Two of the 18 cotton farms have more than a 45 percent chance of losing real equity.Economic Viability of Representative Farms over the 2004-2008 Period
1 Receipts are average annual total cash receipts including government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
2 Payments are average annual total government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
3 NCFI are average annual net cash farm income, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
4 Reserve 2008 are average ending cash reserves, 2008 ($1,000)
5 Net Worth 2008 are average nominal ending net worth, 2008 ($1,000)
6 CRNW are average percentage in real net worth over 2004-2008 period, (%)
Viability is classified as good (green), moderate (yellow), and poor (red) based on the probabilities:
P(Cash Flow Deficit) is the probability that the farm will have a cash flow deficit.  Reported values represent the probabilities 
for 2004 and 2008.
P(Real Net Worth Decline) is the probability that the farm will have a loss in real net worth relative to the beginning net worth.  
























P(Real Net Worth Declines) P(Cash Flow Deficit)  Farm Name
Implications of the January 2004 FAPRI Baseline on the Economic Viability of Representative Farms 
Primarily Producing Cotton.
Receipts Payments NCFI Reserve 2008 Net Worth 2008 CRNW



















































































































































































































































• Three of the 16 rice farms are projected to be in good overall financial condition with 5 in moderate 
and 8 in poor condition.
• Slightly more than one-half of the rice farms are expected to face severe cash flow problems and 6 
of 16 have high probabilities of real equity losses.Economic Viability of Representative Farms over the 2004-2008 Period
1 Receipts are average annual total cash receipts including government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
2 Payments are average annual total government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
3 NCFI are average annual net cash farm income, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
4 Reserve 2008 are average ending cash reserves, 2008 ($1,000)
5 Net Worth 2008 are average nominal ending net worth, 2008 ($1,000)
6 CRNW are average percentage in real net worth over 2004-2008 period, (%)
Viability is classified as good (green), moderate (yellow), and poor (red) based on the probabilities:
P(Cash Flow Deficit) is the probability that the farm will have a cash flow deficit.  Reported values represent the probabilities 
for 2004 and 2008.
P(Real Net Worth Decline) is the probability that the farm will have a loss in real net worth relative to the beginning net worth.  
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Implications of the January 2004 FAPRI Baseline on the Economic Viability of Representative Farms 
Primarily Producing Rice.
Receipts Payments NCFI Reserve 2008 Net Worth 2008 CRNW


















































































































































































































































































• The dairy operations are almost evenly divided between good, moderate, and poor condition at 8, 
7, and 8 farms, respectively.
• About one-half of the dairies are projected to experience liquidity pressure with only a few 
experiencing declines in real equity.Economic Viability of Representative Farms over the 2004-2008 Period
1 Receipts are average annual total cash receipts including government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
2 Payments are average annual total government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
3 NCFI are average annual net cash farm income, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
4 Reserve 2008 are average ending cash reserves, 2008 ($1,000)
5 Net Worth 2008 are average nominal ending net worth, 2008 ($1,000)
6 CRNW are average percentage in real net worth over 2004-2008 period, (%)
Viability is classified as good (green), moderate (yellow), and poor (red) based on the probabilities:
P(Cash Flow Deficit) is the probability that the farm will have a cash flow deficit.  Reported values represent the probabilities 
for 2004 and 2008.
P(Real Net Worth Decline) is the probability that the farm will have a loss in real net worth relative to the beginning net worth.  





























P(Real Net Worth Declines) P(Cash Flow Deficit)  Farm Name
Implications of the January 2004 FAPRI Baseline on the Economic Viability of Representative Farms 
Primarily Producing Milk.







































































































































































































































































• Six of 12 cow-calf operations are projected to be in good overall financial condition.  Five are 
expected to be in moderate condition and one is in poor condition.
• Three of the operations will face liquidity pressures over the period.
• Three operations are projected to have more than a 30 percent chance of losing real equity over 
the period.Economic Viability of Representative Farms over the 2004-2008 Period
1 Receipts are average annual total cash receipts including government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
2 Payments are average annual total government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
3 NCFI are average annual net cash farm income, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
4 Reserve 2008 are average ending cash reserves, 2008 ($1,000)
5 Net Worth 2008 are average nominal ending net worth, 2008 ($1,000)
6 CRNW are average percentage in real net worth over 2004-2008 period, (%)
Viability is classified as good (green), moderate (yellow), and poor (red) based on the probabilities:
P(Cash Flow Deficit) is the probability that the farm will have a cash flow deficit.  Reported values represent the probabilities 
for 2004 and 2008.
P(Real Net Worth Decline) is the probability that the farm will have a loss in real net worth relative to the beginning net worth.  


















P(Real Net Worth Declines) P(Cash Flow Deficit)  Farm Name
Implications of the January 2004 FAPRI Baseline on the Economic Viability of Representative Farms 
Primarily Producing Beef Cattle.
Receipts Payments NCFI Reserve 2008 Net Worth 2008 CRNW

























































































































• One hog farm is projected to be in good condition over the period with two in moderate and one in 
poor financial condition.
• All of the farms are projected to experience liquidity problems, with three being severe.
• None of the hog farms are expected to experience significant real equity declines.Economic Viability of Representative Farms over the 2004-2008 Period
1 Receipts are average annual total cash receipts including government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
2 Payments are average annual total government payments, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
3 NCFI are average annual net cash farm income, 2004-2008 ($1,000)
4 Reserve 2008 are average ending cash reserves, 2008 ($1,000)
5 Net Worth 2008 are average nominal ending net worth, 2008 ($1,000)
6 CRNW are average percentage in real net worth over 2004-2008 period, (%)
Viability is classified as good (green), moderate (yellow), and poor (red) based on the probabilities:
P(Cash Flow Deficit) is the probability that the farm will have a cash flow deficit.  Reported values represent the probabilities 
for 2004 and 2008.
P(Real Net Worth Decline) is the probability that the farm will have a loss in real net worth relative to the beginning net worth.  










P(Real Net Worth Declines) P(Cash Flow Deficit)  Farm Name
Implications of the January 2004 FAPRI Baseline on the Economic Viability of Representative Farms 
Primarily Producing Hogs.
Receipts Payments NCFI Reserve 2008 Net Worth 2008 CRNW
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